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OPENING Of The BER AIRPORT On 31 OCTOBER 2020
EXTENSIVE MEDIA COVERAGE OPPORTUNITIES 

PARIS - BERLIN, 28.07.2020, 10:04 Time

USPA NEWS - For the opening of the Berlin Brandenburg Airport (BER), the corporate communications department of the airport
company is offering numerous media reporting opportunities between 25 October and 8 November.

With the opening of BER Airport, all air traffic in the German capital region will be concentrated in one location. Berlin is a tourist
magnet, a political centre and a trade fair city. Brandenburg is an up-and-coming economic region with global players such as Tesla
and attracts holidaymakers from around the world with sights such as the Sanssouci Palace. The new airport location is thus an
important hub for linking the strong economic and tourism region to more than 150 destinations worldwide.
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In the period between 25 October and 8 November, there will be multiple press events surrounding the opening of BER Airport and the
closure of Tegel Airport, which is rich in traditions. Trial operations at the new airport, the move from Tegel to BER, the start of airline
flight operations and the reactions of passengers to the new terminal are other potential topics. In addition, we will also give you the
opportunity to report on partners from all areas of the airport, such as gastronomy and shopping, airport services and mobility.

A press centre in the immediate vicinity of the BER terminal will be available for reporting on-site from 30 October to 4 November. For
the actual opening and selected events, a media pool of moving images, photos and sound bites will be available.

Furthermore, FBB will provide a wealth of information and content for your reporting online before and during the filming days.

*Photos cover:
(L) Aerial view, Berlin Brandenburg Airport The photo may be used exclusively for editorial purposes. Graphical changes are not
permitted, unless for the purpose of extracting the main motif. Usage is free of charge on quoting the reference - "Photo: (Günter
Wicker)/Berlin Brandenburg Airport"
(R) Entrance hall, stairways to central check in at Terminal 1, Berlin Brandenburg Airport The photo may be used exclusively for
editorial purposes. Graphical changes are not permitted, unless for the purpose of extracting the main motif. Usage is free of charge
on quoting the reference - "Photo: (Günter Wicker)/Berlin Brandenburg Airport"
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